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Chapter 5

Comparative genome-
scale metabolic modeling of actinomycetes: the
topology of essential core metabolism

ABSTRACT

Actinomycetes are very important bacteria, both from a clinical and a commer-
cial perspective. On the one hand, some of them cause severe human and plant
diseases; on the other hand, other species are known for their ability to produce
antibiotics. This group exhibits a tremendous diversity in terms of ecological
niche, as reflected in widely varying genome size.

Here we report the results of a comparative analysis of genome-scale metab-
olic models of 37 species of Actinomycetales. Based on single-gene in silico
knockouts we generated topological and genomic maps of essential enzymes in
each organism. We found that low-degree enzymes (i.e., those mostly involved
in linear pathways) are generally more essential than high-degree enzymes (i.e.,
those located at metabolic hubs).

Combining the collection of genome-wide models, we were able to construct
a global enzyme association network and to identify both a conserved “core
network” and an “essential core network” of the entire group.

5.1 Introduction

The order Actinomycetales, a clade of gram positive bacteria, is one of the best
studied groups of bacteria and belongs to the largest phylum of bacterial
taxonomy, Actinobacteria (Ventura et al., 2007). It is in some respects the most
diverse order of bacteria and exhibits biodiversity along several dimensions,
including genome length, morphology, ecology, pathogenicity, genomic G+C
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content, and the number of coding sequences in the genome (Embley and
Stackebrandt, 1994; Ventura et al., 2007; Alam et al., 2010a). For instance,
genome size varies from a mere 0.9 Mbp in Tropheryma whipplei to more than
11.9 Mbp in Streptomyces bingchenggensis, which is one of the largest bacterial
genomes ever sequenced. Ecologically, some species are soil-dwelling bac-
teria, some are marine bacteria, others colonize thermal springs (Barabote
et al., 2009) or grow on gamma-irradiated surfaces (Phillips et al., 2002) or
as plant root symbionts (Normand et al., 2007). The group also contains
several important pathogens, affecting animals and plants (Goodfellow and
Williams, 1983; Castillo et al., 2002; Tokala et al., 2002): Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis causes tuberculosis (Cole et al., 1998), Corynebacterium diptheria in-
fection results in diphtheria (Cerdeño-Tárraga et al., 2003), Propionibacterium
acnes is the agent of acnes (Leyden, 2001), and Streptomyces scabies causes
potato scab (Takeuchi et al., 1996). The generally high genomic G+C con-
tent varies from 50% in some Corynebacteria to over 70% in Streptomyces and
Frankia (Ventura et al., 2007). From a commercial point of view, this group
of organisms is also highly important: it has been reported that more than
half of the clinically available antibiotics are produced by Actinomycetales,
and out of these, more than 70% are synthesized by the single genus Strep-
tomyces (Goodfellow and Williams, 1983; Castillo et al., 2002; Tokala et al.,
2002; Hopwood, 2007).

Despite this amazing diversity, these organisms are clustered together
tightly within a single taxonomic branch (Alam et al., 2010a). A number of
different studies have examined the genomic commonalities among these
organisms (Snel et al., 1999; Sassetti et al., 2001; Yukawa et al., 2007; Alam
et al., 2010a). A study to define a set of signature genes has identified a set of
233 conserved proteins which are specific for Actinobacteria – the parent phy-
lum of actinomycetes – and which are not shared by other organisms (Gao
and Gupta, 2005). These signature proteins were employed to elucidate the
interrelationships among different subgroups of Actinobacteria. Some addi-
tional comparative studies have been performed for specific subsets of acti-
nomycetes (Yukawa et al., 2007; Sevilla et al., 2008; Monot et al., 2009). For in-
stance, in one study, Yukawa and colleagues investigated the core gene set of
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Corynebacteria glutamicum and reported 39 novel genes by comparison with
other Corynebacteria (Yukawa et al., 2007). Most such studies have focused on
homology-based profiling for individual genes. No integrative comparative
study of similarities and differences at a global scale has been performed to
date.

Here we present such a global comparison, based on the genome se-
quences of more than thirty species of Actinomycetales. In the course of this
study, we not only performed a comparative study of a large set of actino-
mycetes, but also established a general pipeline for comparative modeling
of large number of species. We can extend this approach to other bacterial
groups and include an even large phylogenetic sample in a single study to
understand the origin of bacterial metabolic systems.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Model statistics

For the first time, we have reconstructed genome-scale models of 37 acti-
nomycetes and performed comparative analysis of the metabolic systems
of these organisms. We used the High-Throughput Genome-scale Metab-
olic Reconstruction (HTGMR) pipeline of the SEED framework (Henry et al.,
2010) to generate preliminary metabolic models, and added a defined min-
imal set of missing reactions to these models which appeared necessary to
simulate biomass production in flux balance analysis in a single common
minimal medium condition.

As described earlier, actinomycetes have a very large diversity of genome
sizes, ranging from 0.9 Mbp to almost 12 Mbp. Conceivably, this leads to sim-
ilarly large differences in the size of the genome-scale models, as the number
of enzymatic reactions, metabolites, genes and enzymes in the models are all
strongly positively correlated with the genome size.

As all preliminarily generated genome-scale metabolic models contain
gaps (Feist et al., 2009), we identified a minimal set of essential orphan re-
actions (gaps that need to be filled) for all preliminary reconstructed mod-
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Figure 5.1: Model statistics. This figure shows the correlation of various descrip-
tors of the genome-scale models with genome size: total number of reactions, total
number of missing reactions and total metabolite count. Larger genomes have more
reactions and more of metabolites in their models compared to shorter genomes.

els according to the need for cellular growth in a defined common minimal
medium (see method sections for detailed description). We observed that
also the number of such defined missing reactions that need to be added
to complete the models is strongly negatively correlated with genome size
(Figure 5.1). Plausible causes of this result are that larger genomes generally
contain more alternative pathways and duplicate enzymes and that smaller
genomes generally encode more enzymes which perform multiple functions
(Yus et al., 2009). The models based on these genomes therefore need signif-
icantly less gap filling as compared to those based on the shorter genomes
Table 5.1).

In total, a set of 283 orphan essential reactions are defined among all
models. Of these, 5 reactions constitute gaps in all models: these include
N-acetyl-beta-D-mannosaminyltransferase, D-alanine-poly (phosphoribitol)
ligase, stearoyl-lipoteichoic acid synthesis, isoheptadecanoyl-lipoteichoic acid
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Table 5.1: Average number of essential orphan reactions added to different
suborders of the order Actinomycetales

Suborder gaps Average genome size (Mb)
Streptomycineae 48 8.7
Micromonosporineae 48 5.5
Pseudonocardineae 51 8.2
Frankineae 53 6.1
Corynebacterineae 54 4.3
Streptosporangineae 54 3.6
Propionibacterineae 73 3.8
Micrococcineae 88 2.3

synthesis and anteisoheptadecanoyl-lipoteichoic acid synthesis. These reac-
tions are necessary for teichoic acid biosynthesis which is particularly poorly
characterized in Actinomycetales but is considered essential for their biomass
production (Rahman et al., 2009).

Other reactions, which are represented by gaps in related subsets of spe-
cies, are interesting candidates for further experimental investigation: they
may be carried out by alternative pathways with uncharacterized biochem-
istry, or the organisms could have unusual biomass compositions.

5.2.2 In silico gene and enzyme knockout to predict essential genes
and enzymes

In recent years, several experimental and computational approaches have
been used to study the minimal gene set of an organism (Fraser et al., 1995;
Mushegian and Koonin, 1996; Sassetti et al., 2001; Kobayashi et al., 2003; Gil
et al., 2004; Seringhaus et al., 2006; Gabaldón et al., 2007; Hoffmann et al.,
2010). We have found that the genome size of an organism is the strongest
determinant of the total number of genes as well as of the total number of
predicted essential genes (Figure 5.2 A). The total gene count is positively
correlated with genome size (r = 0.92, p-value < 2.2e–16). On the other hand,
the number of predicted essential genes is negatively correlated with gen-
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Figure 5.2: Correlation of genome length with total number of genes, total
number of essential genes, total number of enzymes and total number of es-
sential enzymes. (A) Positive correlation of genome length (x-axis) with the total
number of genes in the metabolic model (r = 0.92, p-value < 2.2e–16), and negative
correlation of genome length with the total number of predicted essential genes (r =
–0.78, p-value = 8.65e–09), presented by the size of the circles. (B) Positive corre-
lation of genome length (x-axis) with the total number of enzymes in the metabolic
model (r = 0.91, p-value = 2.702e–15), and negative correlation of genome length
with the total number of predicted essential enzymes (r = –0.64, p-value = 2.046e–
05), presented by the size of the circles.

ome size (r = –0.78, p-value = 8.65e–09) (Figure 5.2 A). Similar results have
been reported earlier for gene essentiality of the small genome of Mycoplasma
genitalium, for which 382 out of 482 genes were reported to be essential (Glass
et al., 2006).

Due to the presence of duplicate genes or alternative pathways, the dele-
tion of single genes sometimes has no effect on an organism’s phenotype (Gu
et al., 2003). If a gene has another functionally equivalent homolog that is ex-
pressed under the right conditions, knocking out that particular gene will
have no effect in cellular growth because the required enzyme would still be
available and the reaction would still be carried out.

In addition to determining essential genes, we also performed enzyme
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knockouts in silico in order to determine a minimal set of essential metabolic
enzymes. The total number of enzymes in our models varies from 278 (Tro-
pheryma whipplei str Twist) to 566 (Saccharopolyspora erythraea), and similar to
the total genes counts the total number of enzymes it is also significantly pos-
itively correlated to the genome length (r = 0.91, p-value = 2.702e–15). The
total number of essential enzymes, like the number of essential genes, nega-
tively correlates with genome size (r = –0.64, p-value = 2.046e–05), but not as
strongly, as the existence of a higher number of duplicate genes for essential
enzymes in larger genomes boosts the correlation in the latter (Figure 5.2 B).

5.2.3 Pathway distribution of core and predicted essential enzymes

Obviously, it was highly interesting to investigate in which biological path-
ways the universally conserved enzymes and predicted universally essential
enzymes function. We therefore used general KEGG annotations (Kanehisa
et al., 2010) to categorize the enzymes into pathway classes. The distribu-
tion of universally conserved enzymes among pathways was significantly
different after addition of the essentiality criterion (Figure 5.3).

Most notably, core carbohydrate metabolism was quite highly conserved,
encompassing a relatively large proportion of the universally conserved genes,
but a vast majority of these genes appeared not to be universally essential.
Especially surprising was, as can be seen in Supplementary Figures S1 and
S2, that genes encoding enzymes for the TCA cycle and glycolysis are quite
well conserved, but that none of these enzymes are predicted to be univer-
sally essential.

This suggests that the number of alternative pathways in core carbohy-
drate metabolism (such as the Entner-Doudoroff pathway (Borodina et al.,
2005b)) that allow diversion of metabolic fluxes in case of loss of enzyme
function in the default pathway is particularly high. This may be caused by
evolutionary forces optimizing energetics as well as selecting for mutational
robustness in these key processes. As in actinomycetes the lion’s share of
cellular energy is usually harvested through these pathways, but from many
different types of substrates, metabolic functional differentiation may have
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Figure 5.3: Pathway distribution of universally conserved enzymes (core en-
zymes) and universally essential genes (core essential enzymes). The percent-
ages given are based on KEGG pathway categories, and were calculated by locating
EC numbers in KEGG pathways using the KEGG API (Kawashima et al., 2003).

been particularly prominent here during evolution.

5.2.4 Gene essentiality density in genome

We mapped the predicted essential genes to their genome positions and cal-
culated the density of essential genes along the genome (Figure 5.4). Quite
strikingly, our result shows that, in most of the organisms, essentiality peaks
are away from the center of the genome in contrast to earlier reports (Hop-
wood, 2006). In some of the genomes, there are two strong essentiality peaks
which are located at both extreme ends of the genome (e.g. in Rhodococcus sp
RHA1), in some cases only one strong peak which is located at any one side
of the genome (e.g. Streptomyces avermitilis), whereas in relatively few cases
the center of the genomes is enriched in essential genes (e.g. Mycobacterium
smegmatis). One should, however, note that our result is showing only the
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Corynebacterium jeikeium (C)

Leifsonia xyli subsp xyli str CTB07 (C)
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Figure 5.4: Genome essentiality map of actinomycetes. This figure shows how
the density of essential genes is distributed along the genome in different species. All
genomes are scaled to the same total length, and sorted according to the similarity of
their profiles. Circular genomes are indicated by a C.

location of essential metabolic genes, while other core processes (structural
proteins, signalling cascades) may still be enriched more centrally. More-
over, given the facts that the majority of essential enzymes function in amino
acid metabolism, nucleotide metabolism and cofactor metabolism, that du-
plicates of such enzymes often function in secondary metabolism, and that
secondary metabolite biosynthesis genes are often located at the ends of acti-
nomycetes chromosomes, a possible explanation for the observed distribu-
tions is that in the large genomes with many secondary metabolite biosyn-
thesis gene clusters is a larger number of such enzymes outside the core
genome. Possibly, the presence of secondary metabolite biosynthesis genes
therefore adds to the mutational robustness of the metabolic network by pro-
viding spare genes for highly essential enzymes.
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5.2.5 The core metabolic network of Actinomycetales

A combined global metabolic network of all 37 organisms in our study is
shown in Figure 5.5, where nodes are enzymes and edges are included be-
tween nodes that share a common substrate or product (see Methods section
for more details). This network is a union of all individual metabolic net-
works. The conservation of edges across species is shown in a color gradient:
red edges are shared by all organisms. Similarly, the conservation of nodes
is encoded in the size of node; the large nodes represent enzymes that are
universal across species. The color of nodes indicates enzyme essentiality:
red enzymes are essential in all species.

One can clearly see from Figure 5.5 that red nodes are larger on aver-
age, which means that many universally essential enzymes are universally
conserved as well. Out of a total of 753 enzymes, 189 enzymes (25%) are con-
served in all organisms (“core enzymes”) and 332 enzymes (44%) are con-
served in more than 30 organisms (for complete list of enzymes, see Supple-
mentary table S1). Of the 189 universally conserved enzymes, 91 enzymes
are predicted to be essential in all studied species of the group (“essential
core enzymes”), and 114 enzymes are predicted to be essential in more than
30 organisms.

These are typically enzymes involved in the metabolism of biomass con-
stituents; for instance, amino acid biosynthesis pathways and nucleic acid
biosynthesis pathways. Interestingly, 23 enzymes are conserved in all organ-
isms, but predicted to be non-essential in all organisms (large green nodes in
Figure 5.5). These enzymes are also mostly involved in synthesis of biomass
constituents, but there are apparent alternative pathways in the model. These
reactions warrant more detailed study in the future to determine if the sup-
posed alternative routes are indeed available under typical growth condi-
tions.

From the on average 154 essential enzymes per organism, 77% (118 on
average) are universally conserved. The fact that on average 23% of the
essential enzymes are not conserved suggests that in many cases, different
actinomycetes genomes encode different alternative pathways for certain bi-
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Enzyme essentiality/
Edge conservation

Figure 5.5: Global metabolic network of Actinomycetales. A global metabolic
network of the entire group of the order Actinomycetales, constructed by combin-
ing individual species networks, has been shown. Enzyme conservation is presented
in the size of the node and a conserved “core network” is shown which constitute
of all large nodes. Enzyme essentiality has been captured in node color and green
color nodes represent universally non-essential and red nodes are showing univer-
sally essential enzymes, precisely the “essential core network”. Enzymes which
are essential in some species and non-essential in rest are shown in colors between
green and red.

ological processes.

Out of 189 universally conserved enzymes, 7 are essential in different
individual organisms. These enzymes are also particularly interesting for
future study, because they imply the loss of specific alternative pathways in
selected species (Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2: List of universally conserved enzymes which are predicted to be
essential only in single species

Enzyme
EC

Enzyme name Pathway Organism

2.4.2.7 AMP:pyrophosphate
phosphoribosyltrans-
ferase

Purine conversions Clavibacter michi-
ganensis

2.5.1.15 2-Amino-4-hydroxy-
6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-
dihydropteridine-

Folate biosynthesis Corynebacterium
diphtheriae

2.7.1.23 ATP:NAD+ 2’-
phosphotransferase

NAD and NADP co-
factor biosynthesis

Leifsonia xyli
subsp. xyli

2.7.4.4 ATP:dTMP phospho-
transferase

Pyrimidine metabol-
ism

Mycobacterium
smegmatis

2.7.6.3 ATP:2-amino-
4-hydroxy-6-
hydroxymethyl-7,8-
dihydropteridine

Folate biosynthesis Corynebacterium
diphtheriae

3.6.1.19 XTP pyrophosphohy-
drolase

Folate biosynthesis Mycobacterium
smegmatis

5.3.1.9 D-Glucose-6-
phosphate ketol-
isomerase

Formaldehyde as-
similation: ribulose
monophosphate
pathway

Mycobacterium
bovis subsp bovis

5.2.6 Low-degree enzymes are more essential

Microorganisms have several strategies, including gene duplication and pres-
ence of alternative pathways, to handle genetic perturbations (Gu et al., 2003).
Knocking out individual genes or enzymes may not have an effect on an or-
ganism’s growth due to the presence of redundant genes or pathways. Net-
work topology, especially the degree distribution of nodes (enzymes) pro-
vides significant information about the presumed robustness of microorgan-
isms to perturbation (Hartwell et al., 1999; Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004).

When superimposing our enzyme essentiality data on the degree distri-
bution of nodes, we found that low-degree nodes (in particular nodes of de-
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Figure 5.6: Essentiality of low degree nodes. This figure shows the fraction of
essential nodes for each degree in a metabolic network.

gree 2) are more likely to be predicted as being essential than high-degree
nodes (Figure 5.6). This corroborates the earlier finding at the metabolite
level that “low degree metabolites” explain essential reactions in reaction
networks of Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Staphylococcus aureus
(Samal et al., 2006). We could confirm that the low-degree nodes are more
essential than high-degree nodes by normalizing the degree essentiality, di-
viding essential nodes counts with total nodes counts for every degree to see
what percentage of nodes are essential for a certain degree (Figure 5.6).

5.2.7 Flux distribution

As described in the previous sections, the 37 genome-scale models differ
widely in terms of the number of reactions, number of metabolites, num-
ber of genes, and number of enzymes. However, the number of reactions
that are active when optimizing for biomass production in a defined com-
mon medium is very similar in all organisms (Figure 5.7). Out of these active
reactions, on average 52% are carried out by enzymes universally conserved
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of active and inactive reactions depending on model
size. The predicted flux profile on a defined common minimal medium indicates
the total number of active (non-zero flux) reactions and total number of inactive
reactions (zero flux) in each model. It can be seen that the core of active reactions is
almost constant, while additional reactions that distinguish organisms are not active
under the standardized conditions of our analysis.

in actinomycetes, and on average 82% of all universally conserved actino-
mycetes enzymes are active under these conditions. This indicates that de-
spite a large variation in lifestyle and ecological niche, the core metabolic
capacities of all actinomycetes are rather similar. Specialization happens out-
side of central metabolism, e.g. by adding additional assimilation pathways
or specific secondary metabolites. Evolutionarily, this hyper-diverse group
is therefore characterized by a balance between conservation at the core and
innovation at the non-essential fringes of metabolism.

5.2.8 Topological modules and their characteristics

Many biological systems can be partitioned into functional, evolutionary and
topological modules (Hartwell et al., 1999; Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). Mod-
ules are defined topologically as densely interconnected groups of vertices,
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Figure 5.8: Modularity score, topological modules, essential topological
modules and their relation with network size. The modularity score (Q) is
strongly correlated with network size for networks built by removing a fixed number
of highly connected metabolites for all organisms, while it is unrelated with network
size when the set of highly connected metabolites is defined relative to individual
network size. However, total number of modules of a network is determined by the
network size. This figure shows the relation of modularity score, total number of
modules and total number essential modules of networks by using two different cut-
offs for removing the set of highly connected metabolites.

with only few inter-module links, which usually share a distinct function
(Hartwell et al., 1999; Newman, 2006). The modular structure of several bi-
ological systems has been studied in detail in the past (Ravasz et al., 2002;
Rives and Galitski, 2003; Gagneur et al., 2004; Spirin et al., 2006; Zhao et al.,
2007; Kunisawa, 2007).

For all 37 gap-filled analysis-ready genome-scale metabolic models, we
inferred enzyme networks after removing some highly connected metabo-
lites, such as ATP (see method section for details of the approach). In order
to remove these highly connected metabolites, we used two different cutoffs:
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Figure 5.9: PCA plot of network topological parameters.

in one case, we removed all metabolites which are shared by more than 15
reactions, which is 1.5% of the average number of reactions in an average
models, in the second case, we removed all metabolites that are shared by
>= 1.5% of the total reactions in an individual organism. We used New-
man’s spectral algorithm (Newman, 2006) to calculate the modularity score
(measure of the quality of a division of a network into modules) of each net-
work.

Quite strikingly, both cutoffs resulted in different modularity scores. The
modularity of networks built using the first threshold is strongly correlated
to network size (r = 0.56, p-value = 0.00027) which is in agreement with
Kreimer et al. (Kreimer et al., 2008). On the other hand, modularity in the
second case is completely independent of network size (r = –0.047) (Figure
5.8). As the two different cutoffs lead to removal of different numbers of
edges from the networks, they result in a different modularity score. How-
ever, independent of the cutoff used for removing highly connected metabo-
lites, the number of topological modules strongly correlated with the size of
the network (r = 0.62, p-value = 3.571e–05 and r = 0.58, p-value = 0.00018
respectively).
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Figure 5.10: Rotation of principal component 1 and 2.

To investigate how many topological modules are predicted to be active
in a common minimal medium, we determined the essentiality of nodes of
each module of all networks by performing single in silico enzyme knock-
outs. If any enzyme of a module is predicted to be essential, we considered
that module as active in the common minimal medium condition. We found
that despite having different network sizes and widely varying number of
modules, the number of essential modules is quite consistent and independent
of network size (r = 0.21 and 0.19, respectively).

In addition, we performed a comparative topological analysis of all mod-
els: for every network we calculated 13 different network topological param-
eters and performed a principal component analysis on the varying matrix
of parameters (Figure 5.9). Genome size, number of nodes, number of edges,
number of modules, clustering coefficient, average number of neighbors and
network heterogeneity contribute to the first principal component, whereas
the second principal component contains mostly contributions from modu-
larity, network diameter and characteristic path length (Figure 5.10).
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5.3 Materials and methods

5.3.1 Genome-scale metabolic model reconstruction

More than fifty genome sequences from the order Actinomycetales have al-
ready been sequenced, and several individual genome-scale models have
been built for several species, including Corynebacterium glutamicum (Shin-
fuku et al., 2009; Kjeldsen and Nielsen, 2009), Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Jamshidi
and Palsson, 2007; Beste et al., 2007), Streptomyces coelicolor (Borodina et al.,
2005a; Alam et al., 2010b) and Streptomyces clavuligerus (Medema et al., 2010,
2011b). Due to the recent development of the High-Throughput Genome-
scale Metabolic Reconstruction (HTGMR) pipeline of the SEED framework
(Henry et al., 2010) and several powerful gap filling algorithms (Kharchenko
et al., 2004; Green and Karp, 2004; Kumar et al., 2007), it is now possible to
reconstruct genome-scale metabolic models and perform comparative mod-
eling of an entire group of organisms. The HTGMR pipeline generates pre-
dictive genome-scale models by integrating reaction network annotation and
assembly, and thermodynamic analysis for reaction reversibility (Henry et al.,
2010). Because genome annotation and model building are done by the same
set of tools for all genomes, annotator bias is minimized, which is critical for
comparative analysis.

Our analysis included 37 species which had been analyzed earlier in a
large genome-based phylogenetic analysis: including 4 Corynebacteria, 13
Mycobacteria, 3 Streptomyces, 3 Frankia, 2 Nocardiaceae, 1 Streptosporangineae,
2 Micromonosporineae, 6 Micrococcineae, 1 Pseudonocardineae and 2 Propionibac-
terineae. We used the HTGMR pipeline to construct a preliminary genome-
scale model for each organism and also incorporated an organism-specific
biomass reaction as well as a set of exchange reactions.

Since our goal was to study the core metabolic system of the entire group
of organisms, we also defined a common biomass reaction and a common
minimal medium.
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5.3.2 Common minimal medium and defining missing reactions

The universal biomass was defined as listed in supplementary Table S2, based
on common biomass constituents of individual organisms. For each individ-
ual organism, we collected all minimal media which had been reported in the
literature. We then added the minimal set of reactions required to achieve in
silico growth in the organism-specific minimal media. Finally, based on an
organism-specific biomass under rich media conditions, a minimal set of re-
actions was added to these preliminary models to generate analysis-ready
models.

For the comparative analysis, we defined a universal minimal medium,
by creating the union of all individual minimal media and iteratively remov-
ing compounds to obtain the smallest set of medium components that allows
in silico growth of all species.

5.3.3 Network construction, division in modules and calculating
modularity score

To construct a metabolic network for topological analysis, we translated the
stoichiometric matrix into a graph, where each node represents an enzyme
and each edge represents a metabolite.

Two nodes of the network are connected if they share a substrate or prod-
uct (Ma and Zeng, 2003). For each model, some “currency” metabolites
which are shared by more than 1.5% of the total number of reactions were
removed. Reactions which have one of these metabolites as their only prod-
uct or substrate were also removed. A common graph for the entire group
of organisms was made by combining all individual networks, taking the
union of the set of nodes and the set of edges respectively.

5.3.4 Topological analysis

We used a spectral algorithm to calculate the modularity of networks and to
divide networks into modules (Newman, 2006). This algorithm constructs
the modularity matrix for the network and finds its leading eigenvalue. The
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corresponding eigenvector then divides the network into two parts accord-
ing to the signs of the elements; the process is then repeated for each of the
part, using the generalized modularity matrix. At any stage, if a proposed
split makes a zero or negative contribution to the total modularity, the corre-
sponding subgroup is left undivided.

In addition, the following topological parameters were calculated for each
network: clustering coefficient, network diameter, network centralization,
characteristic path length, average number of neighbors, network density,
and network heterogeneity.

5.4 Conclusions

We have performed genome-scale comparative modeling of the cellular meta-
bolism of 37 genome-sequenced organisms of the order Actinomycetales. We
find that the characteristic features of the model topologies, including the
number of reactions, number of metabolites, number of genes, number of
enzymes, number of missing reactions, number of essential genes and num-
ber of essential enzymes are highly related to genome size. The predicted
metabolic flux profiles indicate that the core of active reactions (non-zero
flux) is almost constant, while most additional reactions that differ between
organisms are not active under the standardized conditions of our analysis.

Further, we have predicted the list of essential genes and essential en-
zymes by performing single-gene knockouts and single-enzyme knockouts
in silico experiments. We mapped the predicted in silico gene essentiality data
and identified the distribution of essential genes in the genome of each or-
ganism.

Additionally, a global metabolic network of entire group of the order
Actinomycetales was constructed by combining individual species networks,
and after superimposing global enzyme essentiality data we determined the
key properties of the conserved “core network” and the “essential core net-
work”.

Finally, from genome-scale models we constructed an enzyme associa-
tion network of individual species, and superimposed predicted enzyme es-
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sentiality data on the networks to investigate network topological features.
Quite strikingly, we found that the low-degree nodes are more essential than
high-degree nodes.
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